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Abstract—The global internet relies on a well-coordinated
operation of distinct networking domains. This renders multi-
domain networking at the heart of today’s massive digital
information exchange. Although Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) undoubtedly helps advance network operation within a
single organization, non-centralized multi-domain networking
has received less attention. To significantly advance the state
of networking, we are inherently bound to provide progress
and evolve the current multi-domain networking scheme. This
work exploits the Intent-Based Networking (IBN) paradigm and
the Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) data structure to design a
novel architecture for multi-domain IP-Optical networking. We
highlight the benefits of our approach leading to seamless oper-
ation of non-centralized networks, such as optically transparent
domain boundaries and cross-domain grooming. We evaluate this
approach in a realistic scenario using our novel open-source tool
MINDFul.jl, which we shortly introduce and can be broadly used
for related research.

Index Terms—architecture, intent-driven, multi-domain, opti-
cal bypass

I. INTRODUCTION

Networking enables information exchange all over the
world. Thus, it is fundamental that communication should be
independent of the underlying technology or organization, as
these can vary. The backbone of today’s network is imple-
mented using optical fibers and involves several technical dis-
ciplines and distinct organizations. There has been a growing
focus on optical disaggregated networking [1], which strives
to achieve seamless technological interoperability between
separate networking domains. On top of that, during the last
years, we have witnessed strong centralization, which led to
the paradigm of Software-Defined Networking (SDN). SDN
decouples the control and data planes by concentrating the
knowledge and decision-making in a single logical unit. As
a result, individual networks increasingly enjoy the benefits
of centralized control. However, centralization is often not
possible for multi-domain (MD) operation.

After many decades of progress in networking, coordinating
MD networks in a non-centralized fashion efficiently is still a
challenge. It has become clear that traditional protocols, like
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Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), are not entirely appropriate
for IP-optical network operations [2]. Although there have
been proposals for more optical-friendly protocols [3], the
community is still searching for new approaches. Current
efforts have proposed an intent-driven solution [4] to the
coordination problem. Intent-Based Networking (IBN) intro-
duces an abstraction layer where the operator’s intentions (i.e.,
intents) are defined at a high level and whose implementation
is automatically handled from the intent system. This approach
allows us to reconsider the problem differently and push
toward a solution that will benefit optical interoperability.

In this paper, we present a flexible intent architecture
enabling seamless non-centralized cooperation between IP-
optical domains. We take advantage of the intent constraints
scheme to transfer responsibilities between domains. We de-
scribe how we can deploy intent Directed Acyclic Graphs
(DAGs) in a MD environment, such that end-to-end IP-
optical grooming is supported by enabling optical bypass in
domain boundaries instead of doing Optical-Electrical-Optical
(O-E-O) conversion. Finally, we shortly present MINDFul.jl
[5], an open-source tool providing a Framework for Intent-
driven MD Network coordination. We use this tool to evaluate
our approach with proof-of-concept simulations.

This paper is organized as follows. The forthcoming sub-
section provides the background and relevant studies on the
matter. Section III describes the main contribution as an
architecture. Section IV uses the aforementioned architecture
to develop algorithms appropriate for MD use. Section V
presents a proof-of-concept deployment of the architecture and
algorithms in a simulated environment and the evaluation of
those with respect to previous work. We conclude the paper
in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we lay the basis by describing related
past work. In the past, an architecture for MD IBN [6] was
introduced using a multi-step compilation procedure and intent
trees, where an intent is recursively compiled down to lower-
level child intents. The intent tree data structure can expand
across domains with intent delegation, where an intent replica
is issued to the neighboring domain. This architecture allows



flexible and scalable domain interactions since the delegated
intents can vary and be implemented differently per domain.
Moreover, this approach promotes accountability, as a failed
intent can always be traced back to the responsible domain.
Confidentiality is also respected since the delegated intent’s
implementation is not shared. In [7], the architecture was
refined by substituting the intent trees with intent DAGs for
single-domain networks. Intent DAGs enable the migration
of any grooming-enabled Routing, Modulation, and Spec-
trum Assignment (RMSA) algorithm [8] into the intent-based
regime. This support is given because low-level intents (i.e.,
resources) can be shared between higher-level intents.

This work adapts the intent DAGs into MD networks. We
do so by defining some intent constraints. An intent constraint
is a condition that needs to be respected on top of the general
intent nature so that the intent is satisfied. Based on that, we
extend an advanced RMSA heuristic [9] to operate in a MD
environment. This work holds the same assumptions as the
predecessors, namely that all the involved domains respect
an IBN Northbound Interface (NBI). Although efforts toward
a common NBI exist [10], there is no such standard at the
moment. With this work, we highlight the benefits of having
a common NBI and contribute our perspective to vital features
that should be supported.

III. ARCHITECTURE

This section describes the considerations needed to adapt
intent DAGs for MD scenarios. Namely, we introduce two
intent constraints.

• An OpticalTerminateConstraint (OTC)
• An OpticalInitiateConstraint (OIC).

An OTC signifies that the connectivity intent does not ter-
minate in the electrical layer in a router but rather on the
optical layer in an Optical Cross-Connect (OXC). An OIC, on
the contrary, signifies that the connectivity intent starts on the

optical layer in an OXC. OTCs and OICs are complementary
and used sequentially. When an intent terminates in the optical
layer, another intent will pick the signal up by starting in the
optical layer. A lightpath intent can have four combinations,
as shown in Table I.

TABLE I
LIGHTPATH INTENTS WITH DIFFERENT CONSTRAINTS

Lightpath intent type starts ends
Full electrical electrical

Starting (OTC) electrical optical
Ending (OIC) optical electrical

Segment (OTC, OIC) optical optical

An ending or a lightpath segment needs further details
to determine the properties of an already deployed starting
or lightpath segment. These lightpath requirements should
contain the necessary information to transfer a lightpath to a
new entity, such as the spectrum slots, the data rate, the optical
reach. For example, Fig. 1 shows how these intent constraints
could be used together with intent DAGs to allow optical
bypass in domain border nodes. The connectivity intents
recursively break into lower-level intents, forming DAGs [7]
with different types of intents involved. Depending on the
intent compilation strategy, different (blue) low-level intents
will be generated as leaf nodes responsible for the network’s
hardware resource allocation. The purple text inside the intent
box signifies the constraint. The OIC constraint is used during
intent delegation to secure spectrum continuity in combination
with the OTC constraint, which is handled in the domain
internally. As a result, the end-to-end connection is composed
of a starting and an ending lightpath. Across the optical circuit,
the spectrum slots 5:9 are used in the fiber links, as noted from
the NodeSpectrumIntents. The purple rings in the graph denote
activity in the electrical layer, which is missing for the border
nodes E and F, entailing the absence of O-E-O conversion.
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Fig. 1. Example of intent delegation for cross-domain lightpath deployment using intent constraints.



Fig. 2. Simulation topology

IV. ALGORITHMS

Intent compilation algorithms are used to expand a user
intent into an intent DAG implementation. Any RMSA algo-
rithm found in the literature could be adapted to a MD intent
compilation version using the described design. In the frame
of this work, we adapt a grooming-enabled RMSA heuristic
algorithm from [7], [9]. The original algorithm operates by
building a multilayer multigraph out of the IP-optical network
and expanding it with additional lightpath links. With every
new connectivity request, a variation of the Dijkstra shortest
path algorithm is invoked that calculates a set of candidate
paths with the same source and destination. These candidate
paths later compete, and one is selected that minimizes an
objective function at best.

Some of the most important further additions that need to
be integrated into the MD intent compilation version are:

• new links are added to the multilayer multigraph not
only for full lightpaths but also for starting, ending, and
lightpath segments.

• not only candidate path comparison with the same source
and destination nodes is needed, but also with different
ones. As there might be many possible border nodes to
transit to the next domain, the algorithm must decide
which one to prefer. Currently, the selection procedure
is a simple extension of having the same source and
destination nodes, but more advanced techniques could
be integrated [11].

An implementation of the adapted algorithm is available in
the MINDFul.jl [5] umbrella.

V. EVALUATION

This section uses MINDFul.jl to conduct simulations to
validate our approach. MINDFul.jl is an effort to provide the
scientific networking community with a flexible, easy-to-use
tool aimed at state-of-the-art research in the algorithms, con-
trol, and architecture of MD intent-driven IP-Optical networks.
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Fig. 3. Empirical probability distribution of the traffic ratio over 50 seeds

Fig. 4. A simulated end-to-end connection crossing three networking domains.
Simulation visualization generated by MINDFulMakie.jl

It provides a stateful representation of common metro/core
network equipment and facilitates event-based simulations
with a hackable interface and visualization support.

We will showcase a simple scenario involving the operation
between two core networks of France [12] and Germany [13],
as shown in Fig. 2. The individual core networks have only
access to the whereabouts of the border nodes of the other
domain and nothing more. Everything else is handled suc-
cessfully by the intent DAG delegation scheme. The networks
are multilayer in the sense that each node is composed of an
IP router and an OXC. The available transmission modules
are derived from [14]. We generated traffic between all cross-
domain network nodes following a positively truncated normal
distribution with a mean of 100Gbps. Each demand yields
an inter-domain connectivity intent serially fed into the intent
system. Since the adapted [9] remains a greedy algorithm, a
different order of connectivity intents will lead to different
configurations. Hence, we conducted 50 differently seeded
simulations to mitigate the randomness.

We compared a scenario where intent DAGs are used
individually per domain, i.e., without inter-domain lightpaths,
against our implementation where intent DAGs expand across
domains with intent delegation and the appropriate constraints
to allow optical bypass in the border nodes and also groom-
ing of the cross-domain lightpaths. Fig. 3 shows the routed
(i.e., non-blocked) traffic ratio for the two scenarios as an
empirical probability distribution over all seeded simulations
using Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). We see that multi-
domain intent DAGs withstand, on average, almost 2.6 times
more traffic. As the algorithm from [9] is not optimal, more
efficient inter-domain lightpath deployment can be achieved
by adapting other existing algorithms like [15], [16] to the



MD intent DAG delegation concept.
Finally, our approach can scale with more networks, as

shown in Fig. 4, with a four-domain network. The node colors
denote the different domains. The purple line is the path,
and the rings show IP port allocation (double ring for signal
regeneration). Here, a cross-domain lightpath is provisioned
using a starting, an ending, and a lightpath segment. A starting
lightpath is used between node 3 of the black domain and node
1 of the yellow domain. A lightpath segment is used between
node 1 of the yellow domain and node 7 of the pink domain.
An ending lightpath is used between node 7 and node 5 of the
pink domain. The optical signal is regenerated at node 5, and
a full lightpath is deployed until node 1 of the same domain.
Having as building blocks the lightpath types of Table I and
the intent constraints OTC and OIC, the same approach can
be applied to arbitrary MD network topologies.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work builds upon and extends previous efforts to
develop an efficient intent-based MD architecture. Using hi-
erarchical multi-step intent compilation and intent delegation
fosters MD flexibility, promotes accountability, and respects
confidentiality. We presented how intent DAGs can further
increase interoperability and enable cross-domain grooming
with optical bypassing in border nodes. We shortly introduced
MINDFul.jl, an open-source tool for intent-driven MD re-
search, which we expect to be further useful for the com-
munity. Using MINDFul.jl, we conducted a proof-of-concept
evaluation with simulations to demonstrate the validity of our
approach. As IBN becomes more pertinent, we can leverage
the high-level abstractions to achieve drastically more efficient
and interactive MD operation.
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